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BY Melissa Goldberg

Short Stories
Problem: More than 85
percent of African American
fourth-grade boys aren’t
proficient in reading. Buzzworthy
solution: Barbershop Books,
a literacy program that’s set up
libraries stocked with culturally
relevant stories in more than
100 barbershops nationwide, so
kids can read while getting
a fade. (barbershopbooks.org)

TRAILBLAZER

ANTI-VIOLENT FEMME
Margarethe Baillou is making
carnage-free cinema.

Happier
Campers
Cross Airbnb with
glamping and you get
Tentrr, a website that
rents preassembled,
swanky campsites
on expansive,
privately owned
properties. No
crowds, no lugging
tons of gear, no
dirty outhouses. Just
you, acres of
unspoiled land, and
all the stars you
can count from
the comfort of your
queen-size cot.
(tentrr.com)

Chalk It Up
The humble stick of chalk
has gotten a state-ofthe-art update: Available
in three fun shapes,
the new Chalk Drawers
create patterns of dots,
circles, and squiggly lines
to dramatically up
your hopscotch game.
(nikolasbentelstudio.com)

VIOLENCE AND VIDEO go
together like Wile E. Coyote and
an Acme anvil. Whether you’re
watching a thriller or a rom-com,
your odds of seeing a character being
injured, assaulted, or killed are high
and getting higher. A 2013 study
found that instances of gun violence
in popular PG-13 movies, over half of
Hollywood’s top-grossing domestic
releases in 2016, have more than
tripled in recent decades.
Film maven Margarethe Baillou,
36, didn’t need those data to take
issue with cruel imagery. “We’ve
grown so accustomed to onscreen
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gruesomeness that we’ve become
immune to it,” she says. “The
indifference to violence as
entertainment is dangerously toxic.”
Her fix: In 2007, after assisting
on film projects for seven years,
Baillou formed her own company,
M.Y.R.A. (Movement, Youth,
Resources, Art) Entertainment,
which produces movies and TV
shows that resolutely do not depict
physical or verbal abuse, rape, or
graphic accidents, not even angry
face slaps. If that sounds humdrum,
consider that Baillou executive
produced last year’s stirring (and
@OPRAHMAGAZINE

Oscar-winning) Call Me by Your
Name (far left).
Baillou and M.Y.R.A. COO Nicola
Walter aren’t pretending human
conflict doesn’t exist, nor do they
expect other filmmakers to follow
suit. They simply want their own
projects to challenge how brutality is
portrayed. Says Baillou, “There are
so many visual metaphors that can
suggest violence without showing
it, like deserted toys or rotting
landscapes. Some of Hitchcock’s
movies just had a little music and
shadow, and audiences were ready
to faint.” —ZOE DONALDSON

CAT: @HOSICO_CAT. HISTORY: DOROTHEA LANGE/LIBRARY OF CONGRESS; BOOK: HISTORY AS THEY SAW IT BY WOLFGANG WILD AND JORDAN LLOYD, CHRONICLE BOOKS, 2018. TENTRR: TERTIUS BUNE
FOR TENTRR. CHALK: NIKOLAS BENTEL. BARBERSHOP: MICHAEL OLISEMEKA. BAILLOU: ALEX WINN. CALL ME BY YOUR NAME: SAYOMBHU MUKDEEPROM, COURTESY OF SONY PICTURES.

Meow Mix
The Instagram account
@cats_in_food is a
weirdly wonderful
collection of feline-food
mash-ups: This Scottish
Straight that seems
to think it’s a croissant,
a tabby snoozing under a
stack of pancakes, a
calico atop a Frappuccino.
Don’t love cats? Let’s
say it’s an acquired taste.

In Living Color
Old pics can learn new tricks.
History as They Saw It
features originally black-andwhite photos rendered in
color, based on meticulous
research. It’s like seeing
iconic images, such as this
heartbreaker from Dorothea
Lange, for the first time.

